Houston Food Bank’s drivers and transportation team are a crucial aspect of our operation. With vehicles ranging from pickup trucks to 53-foot trailers, our fleet drives routes that cover the entire 18-county service area, delivering food and supplies to our partner sites so they can distribute what is needed directly to their communities.

**204 Vehicles**

in our fleet for most of our fiscal year ‘23 (July 2022 - June 2023)

**143,036 Miles**

driven per month on average by HFB drivers

**10.3 Million Meals**

accessed by the community each month on average thanks to deliveries made by HFB drivers

Our trucks cover our entire service area, more than **1.8 Million miles**

Our bobtails can haul up to **25,999 pounds** or **12 pallets** of food!

Our 48 or 53 foot trailers can haul up to **40,000 pounds** or **22 pallets** of food!

Houston Food Bank’s mobile trailers carry up to **10 pallets** worth of food!

**Fun Fact!**

The type of trucks used for our mobile pantries are traditionally beverage trailers, meaning they are refrigerated. Thanks to this, they are used to distribute perishable foods directly from the truck!

Our Mission: Food for better lives
Our Vision: A world that doesn’t need food banks

A gift of $10 provides access to 30 meals for someone in the community.